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PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY !HE STUDENTS OF UNION COLLEGE

UNlON UNIVERSITY
CHARLES AL.EXANDER RICHMOND, D. D.,

LL~

D__ Chancellor

UNION COLLEGE

CouRse LEADING To DEGRI<:E oF M.S. E. E.-This
course of one year of graduate study consists of
The college offers the following undergraduate · lectures, laboratory practice and research work
and graduate courses:
Cot:Rsl~ t,EADING To D£GREE oF PH. D.-This course
of two years of graduate study requires for admis1. Course-s leading to the degree of ;\. ll.
sion the degree of 1\ti. E. E. or an equivalent.
CcASSICAL CouRSE A.-Greek is required for adFor catalogues or other information address
mission to this course. Fr.ench and German are included in addition to the ancient languages.
F. C. BARNr·:s, Secretary,
Schenectady, N. Y.
CLASSICAL COURSE B.-Students may, at the close
of the Sophmore year, elect to become candidates
for the degree of A. B.
They will then be required
DEPAR'rl\IIENT OF MEDICINE
to study Greek for two· years.
Proficiency in Latin
ALBANY 1IEDICAL COLLEGE-Instruction by
is prerequisite.
lectures, recitations, clinics, laboratory work, prac.2. CourNe leading to tlle degree of Ph. B.
tical dem.onstrations and operations.
Hospital and laboratory advantages excellent.
LA1'IN-ScmN'l'IFIC CouRSE-This course offer~
Catalogues and circulars containing full informaLatin without Greek, for which is substituted addition sent on application to:
tional work in modern languages and science.
\Vru.. Is G. TucKER, M. D., Registrar 1
3. Course- h•ading to the d("gre(" of B. S.
Albany, N. Y.
SciENTIFIC CouRSE-This course is based upon the
study of mathematics and the sciences.
DEP~-\RTMENT OF LAW
4.

COUI"S(" ..... ading to tile de-v;ree of

n.

E.

J.

PARKER,
J. N r-:wroN FIERO_.
President.
Dean.
the foundation of a broad engineering education,
ALBANY L:\ Vv' SC;HOOL-This department of
comprising mathematics, the "ciences, the fundathe university is located at Albany, near the state
mental principles of the special branches of the pro- capitol. ft occupies a building wholly devoted to its
fession, an:d some training in history, economics and · use. The course leading to the degree of LL. B. is
modern languages.
three years ; each year is divided into two semesters.
Expenses: :Matriculation fee, $10; tuition fee,
SANI'I'ARY ENGINI~ERING CouRst~-This differs from
the general engineering course in substituting special $r 10. For catalog-ue or other information, address:
JoHN C. W A1'SON, Registrar,
work in Srtnitary engineering for some of the general
Albany, N. Y.
engineering studies.
GENI~RAL ENGINEI~RING CouRSE-This course offers

ELIKTRICAL ENGINEERING CouRSI~-This course is
intended to give a hroad and thorough engineering
education, with the special instruction rC'quisite for
electrical engineering.
5.

Oours~s

h•adfng to graduate degrees.

CoURSE LEADING TO DEGREE. OF 1\f. C. E.-This
conrsf' of one year of graduate study consists of
lectures, laboratory practice and research work.

AMASA

DEPARTMEl\T OF PI-IARMA.CY
ALBANY COLLEGE OF PHARMACY-Graded
c()urse of instruction comprising two terms of seven

1nonths each. Fees, $go.oo per term.
For ca ta log·ue giving full in formation, address.
ALFRED B. HuES TED, Secretary
43 Eagle St., Albany, N. Y.

JOSEPH NUTTALL

''Everythirig for the College Man except Exams''

Caterer
Office 442 State St. Schenectady, N. Y.

GUNNING '16

Telephone 2845 for free sample of our spec-ial
Coffee at 25c or Teas at 30c

SWEATERS, MACKINAWS, PENNANTS,
BANNERS AND PILLOW COVERS
Silliman Hall

Phone 1896-W

Fink's Pharmacy
The College Smoke and Drug Shop

Just Across from the Green Gate
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''Up to the Top in Gentlemen·s Clothes'·•
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DEAVORING to ·conduct this
pharmacy in a matter that will
please all. However we can safely
say that the student will fi.nd ~much
here to interest him.
Come in .and become acquainted~
Our Fountain. is well known for
the goodness of the thin~s which'
are served there and it has .many
friend-s on the Hill.

Ask the Other Fellow

Let us show you what "class" goes with
our overcoats & suits for fraternity brothers
and others.. It will be a revelation to you
and your chums.

Cor. STATE & CENTRE STS .

STULL BROS., Tailors

m.
of

.te

.ts
.

You are aCollege Man

IS

Opp. Old Post Office

·s.
:e,
s:

158 Jay Street

A Good English Style

Steefel Bros.
d

..

ALBANY

n

Your Best Judgment
u·rges--this winter a
Steefel suit or o·vercoat.
You know SteefelS' became Steefels
by doing things a little better than the
other fellow.
A few minutes on our overc<>at or
suit .floors will explain why Steefels is
growing bigger and stronger every day.
-Come

Winter suits and overcoat&
$10 to $60.

Established 28 Years

EVERY SHOE A STAN'DARD SHOE
Douglas $3 to $4 a pair.
Heywoods $4 to $5.
Surefits $4 to $6.
Stetsons $6 to $7.
H anans $6 to $8
Sixty styles for all occasions

PATTON & HALL
245

STATE ST.,

SA.Y YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY"

SCHENECTADY
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Orders For

:Bad-Fitting Clothes
Are Decreasing

In the''Wee Sma' Hours''
When you're ''cramming"
for an examWhen you're "boning" for .

a

Men spend their money for madeto-order suits that fit. They find
they are much cheaper in the end.
There is a demand for better custom tailoring. We meet it fully
.,, '

SMITH Be CLUTE

~ '

~ ~

1 CENTRAL ARCADE

•

QUIZ-

When your making up that
" con d"1t1on,. ''
. Or when you're wrestling
with the intracies of "Analyt"After the steam radiator is
cold and the room begins to get
chillyTHEN you'll appreciate
the cheery a n d c h e e r i n g
warmth of the G. E. Twin
Glower Radiator, ready at the
turn of a switch, any time, day
or night and attachable to any
lamp socket.
Try one and you'll buy one.
For sale by the Schf!nectady
Illuminating Co. Made by

Hurley Shoes
FOR MEN
Exclusive Styles, Fine ·Quality,
Perfect Fit.
These are the three
essentials to perfect footwear satis·
faction that every man hopes to get
in the shoes they buy- and which
they do get when making their selection from our stock of Hurley
Shoes.

Price $5.00 and $6.00

General Electric
Company
Schenectady,

-

Hurd Boot Shop
2 73 State Street

New York
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY,,
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Schenectady Welding and Repair Shop
Motorcycle and Automobile Supplies

524 Union St., corner Barret

ROSES, ORCHIDS AND VIOLETS
...
': ·!

11 NO. PEARL STRE!ET
ALBANY, N. Y.

t

.-.j.. ·

Both Telephones 208

Agency for Pope and Eagle Motorcycles

THAT IS RIGHT, REASONABLE
AND O:N TIME

&r4turrtaby
!\rt
Jrrsli
J. H, COMO, Prop .
206 So. Centre St., Near State

Phone 1823-J

!

TILLY,· The Barber
We are the favored among the College Boys and solicit your trade.
'~THE

BEST BY TEST"

The Newland- Von Ritter Company
PRINTERS &

The Gasner Laundry
448 STATE STREET
Telepltone

~~

I

Schenectady

BINDERS

Of high-class Publications, Catalogues,
Booklets and Fraternity and Society
Printing, Law, Library, Magazine and
all kinds of Book Binding, Loose Leaf
Ledgers and Devices and Special
Ruling.
The only Job Printing Plant in the city
with a complete bindery equipment

149 Clinton Street,

'Phone 2896-J

Get Tomorrow' a Style To-day in a

I

II ~
1.·

I

I
'

Regal Shoe
The styles in Regal Shoes to-day are those you
will see to-morrow in other Shoes.

M.STARKMAN
Authorized Agent
451 State St.

Schenectady

GERBER- ''45

FRANK ·BROS.
Dealers in FINE FOOTWEAR
224 FIFTH A VENUE
New York City

Seconds From The Blue Gate"-~GERBER

Suits cleaned, pressed and altered. Bring it he_re and
it will be done right.
Work called for and dehvered.
146 NOTT TER~ACE

TELEPHONE 42!58-W

SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY"
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J. F. Leonard

F. W. Mullin

Select Your
Overco.at at

A. R. Mullin

PROPRIETORS

.
B·
BI····TT'S
~nuit&<ttnmpauy
BA
· ·

. ·

Nowhere in all this Tri-City Territory will you see such a fine
display of dependable overcoats as
here and now at BABBITT'S
More and more men are relying
upon us each season to satisfy their
overcoat wants, knowing that a
''Babbitt'' overcoat at any stated
price is the top notch value in the
clothing world to-day.

.

ESTABLI:SHED 1840

ENGRAVERS,

PRINTERS

AND STATIONERS . . . . .
Diplomas, Wedding Invitations,
Heraldic Devices, Writing Paper

52 NORTH PEARL STREET
Albany, N.Y.

SEE OUR

famous ~OGERS-PEET
Overcoats
These distinctive garments will
save you the high prices asked by
the best tailors.

A New Shipment of

''Frankel . Fifteens''
Just in. See these wonderful
values at $15.00

Babbitt & Co.
451-453 Broadway

When you Break
your glasses send them
here. We will repair
them promptly. No
waiting 3 or 4 days

Meyrowitz Bros.
618 NORTH PEARL STREET

'r: Albany's Greatest Clothers ''
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE ••coNCO:RDY"
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We Solicit Your Patronage
You Need Our Guarantee

Visit

in

Our
Victor
Parlor

J

7

Cluett &

Sons

ONE PRICE PIANO HOUSE

SCHENECTADY, N. y

S08 STATE ST..

WHERE

Everybody Gets Shoes Mended
Our prices are no more than
elsewhere, and we give you the
best material and workmanship.
We make a specialty of repairing
all kinds of rubbers. Work called
for and delivered Free of charge.
Shoes sewed by hand if desired. '
Open evenings - Saturday
until 10 o'clock.
pyt~·..-

t

'

•

, Ball's Quick Shoe Repairing Works
S. Kleiman, Mgr.
521 State Street
Telephone 3456

H 0 L T zM A N 's

STEINWAY
WEBER
AND
PIANOLA
PIANOS

''If It's Made of Rubber We Have It''

m
Athletic Goods
Rubber Goods
Auto Goods
A,uto Tires

m

Alling Rubber Co.
229 State Street

23 Store•

LATEST STYLES---MEN'S

ESTABLISHED 1871

i

L:
!1 .

We have Clothed
the Sons of "OLD UNION" for the past
42 years~and are Clothing the
Alumni to-day.

ADLER-ROCHESTER
SOCIETY BRAND CLOTHES and
MARK CROSS GLOVES

French, Shriner
& Urner Shoes

$6.00 to $8.50
Known wherever Good Shoes are worn.
All atyles and leathera

lil

HOLTZMAN'S. LINDSAY BROS. CO.
Schenectady's Largest Clothiers

COR. STATE AND WALL STS.

SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY"
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GOODS

SPORTING

BIG STO'RE---BIG STOCK
We are Albany's Leading Distributors. Here you will
find the largest line of Sporting and .i\.thletic Goods in
Albany. Every article selected with care from the
most popular lines. Quality the best

ALBANY HARDWARE & IRON CO.
39 and 43 'State Street

ELECTRIC QUICK SHOE REPAIR SHOP

j

S. SOBELL, Manager

I arn your nearest shoemaker.

Work called for & delivered

1'

603 LIBERTY STREET

PHONE 1270-W

:\

T·he Schenectady Savings Bank
COR. STATE AND CLINTON

"The College Photographer"
WHITE, 229 State .Street

~RN!!

.........•..

Fall Furnishings and Hats.
He is
the headqua~ters for Stetson Hats,
Manhattan Shirts, Mackinaw Coats
and sweaters and all things that are
essential to the well dressed man.

1904

1910

1907
1908

1913
1914

~~~ ~~~;

NEAR BARNEY'S·

Announces a complete showing of

l
,.~

of a Sophmore or Freshma!-1 with a few dollars which will stay ey him until he is a Senior can be
effected by an occasional deposit in

Joe Nusbaum

/i

1

THE UNION

D. B. PAIGE, Sigm~ Phi House
College Representative

'

'

······~

no aNeW

ARROW

~chCOLLAR
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc. Makers

Joe Nusbaum
336 State Street
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY• •
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N~OVEMBER

UNION STAMPEDES, STEVENS.
The Garnet Team Celebrates Last Home
Game by :Smothering the Hobq.ken
Eleven in Every Stage of the GameCaptain Sarvey Plays .a Most Spectacular
Game.
Saturday's dusk brought to a fitting clitnax the· use of the old Campus field when
Union won its most convincing victory of
the year: The Garnet crushed Stevens Institute by a score of 39 to 7, and showed
its supporters a brand of play that was
as sparkling as it was fast, and as sure as
it was · overwhelming.' With one more
game to play ere he passes into the ranks
of "Former Football Stars," Captain Sarvey hung up a record of four touchdowns
and three goals from touchdowns. The
work of· "Dave" Beaver in gettirig off his
long spiral forward passes,' as well as his
general management of the team, and the
fast play of "Wally" Girling were of the
highest ·order. The team was "there."
Carefully heeding- Coach Dawson's latest
-"a g-rim silence''-we merely remark that
-it looks like rain 'next ·saturday. well,
doesn't if?
· · Every pl'ayer ori the Garriet team deserves special mention and a little· blue rib-'
bon for ·playing- the ·game of his life, but
as the "Concordy" does nof qualifv as a
Snnday-school superintendent, it ·passes· it
up.
Uji.

13, 1913

NO.6

Suffice it to say that Jenkins' batteringram plunges from tackle~back formation,
Hokerk's steady passin'g and y()e man work
on the i ine, the clever iriter~erence and
tackling of Starbuck and Story, tbe defense
of Page, Jackson and Price, as well as the
peppery offense of the whole backfield,
merit lots of praise, and they got lots of
applause. Sarvey's sixty-yard· run through
a broken field for a touchdow111., Girling's
run of twenty.:.five yards througb the whole
red team for another, and' a forty-five-yard
canter e>f Jenkins', around leh end, that
brought the ball within scoring distance of
the Stevens goal, were features · of the
game. These star plays· were made possible on a whole by· the sterlrng interference which Coach Dawson has developed
recently, and by the aggressi·,.re work of
"Dave" Beaver at quarter.
The game· was played in ·a drizzling rain,
which did riot interfere with the enthusiastn of the cheering sections led by
"Buck" Meneely, nor did it keep the crowd
aw·ay-, for the east· and west stands, as
well· as the side lines ·and parking places,
were filled ·to their utmost.
First Quarter. ·
Stoller ran back the kick-of-f ten yards,
· but Union ~could not ad vane e the ball.
Girting's punt was returned after ·three
plays, and Union· found herself. Sarvey
hurtled around' left end 'f6t nin'tC yards, and

THE CON'CORDIENSIS
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Starbuck made fifteen more on a pretty
forward pass from Beaver. On the next
scrimmage another pass netted eight yards.
Then Jenkins butted into the Stevens line
for twelve yards. Sarvey scored the first
touchdown on a fifteen-yard run. It was
scored on a long ang-le from the goal and
the punt out was unsuccessful. Stevens
kicked off again and Jenkins ran the ball
back. Girling wafted the pigskin on the
end of his toe over the Stevens goal line
for a touchback. Stevens then fumbled
on their twenty-yard Ene, and two forward
passes in close succession, with Sarvey on
the receiving end of the last, brought another touchdown
the Garnet. Everybody evoked a facial ripple. But just after
that Stevens put up the strongest play she
showed during the game, and the ripple
rolled away for a while. Union had kicked
off and the team from the wrong side of
the river marched down the field, relentlessly battering at the left of the Union
line for five first downs. Almost on top
of their own goal the Garnet team braced
and held for two downs. A five-yard
penalty following that, set the ovoid within
a yard of the crossbars. Everybody wiped
that smile off like so many freshmen.
Twice more Union held that one yard,
fig-hting grimly, but on the third assault
Stevens managed to shove Seiler over the
line. Union's plucky brace, when for five
downs in succession they held the red team
o a single yard, was thus rendered useless
by a penalty. The quarter ended soon
after the tou chd,own~
Score: Union, 12; Stevens, 7.
Second Quarter.
The rest of the game was just one touchdown after another. Stevens never got
any nearer to the Union g-oal than to see
11- throug·h a transit.
Stoller ran the kickoff back five yards. A steady advance,
teeming with brilliant forward passes and
wide end runs, brought the pigskin within

to

a yard of the red goal. Roof, who had
taken Stoller's place at fullback, dove
across the line. Play wavered around the
field in an undecided sort of way tiU Jenkins slid through the very heart of the
opposing line and came out the other side
ten yards to the good. He repeated the
little trick on the next play for twenty
yards, with Roof's assistance. Then Jen ..
kins opened up an orifice, a chasm, a canyon in the line, through which Sarvey
ambled for another touchdown. "Sarve~'
obliged with a goal kick, too. The quarter ended thereupon.
Score: Union, 25 ; Stevens, 7.
Third Quarter.
This period was marketd by Captain Sarvey's trickle down the field and GirTing's
no less spectacular run. I-Iokerk kicked off
and after three plays Stevens was forced
to punt. The boot went about fifteen
yards, and it was Union's ball very nearly
where Stevens had had it a moment previous. Girling hit the Hoboken line to no
advantage. Then Sarvey sifted between
tackle and end, came through clear, shook
off half a dozen Indians (Redmen, of
course-perfectly apparent!), and ran sixty
yards to the Stevens goal. He kicked the
goal.
After a number of tight scrim1nages
Union forced the pigskin down within a
foot of the Stevens goal posts, only to lose
it. However, Girling made up for this
unsuccessful attempt by chasing twentyfive yards for the last touchdown of the
game. Sarvey lifted the , ball over the
cross-bars for the final point.
Score : Union, 39 ; Stevens, 7.
Fourth Quarter.
This period was played without result.
Neither side was capable of bringing the
ball dangerously near the other's territory
and the period ended uneventfully.
Final score: Union, 39; Stevens, 7.
For Stevens, Todd, a plucky little hun-
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downs-Sarvey ( 4), Roof, Girling, Seiler.
dred-and-thirty-five-pounder, played a star
Goals from touchdowns-Sarvey (3), Todd.
game, working his head off in every play.
Length of periods-12 and 15 n1inutes.
:Seiler, however, at fullback, was more efReferee-Murphy of Yale. Umpirefective in offens.e, scoring their touchdown
Can1phell of Brown. Head linesmanand most gains. The Hoboken aggrega-tion had lots of fight in them, but seemed Grant of Union.
very heavy and slow in comparison to the
·COLLEGE SONG BOOK.
wearers o.f the Garnet.
Thus ended the life of the old Campus
It is sincerely hoped that the publicafield-in a fast, clever, spectacular battle, tion of the "Union College Song Book,"
with the right team winning. What more which has been hanging fire for some time,
could any field ask before going into re- can be put through this year. Any stutirement?
dent who knows any old Union song, or
songs, which are good, or any student who
On to Hamilton !
can write some good song, is requested to
The lineup:
Union.
Stevens.
hand it to the Song Book Committee, of
i'
Starbuck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Howell which "Doc" Howell is chairman. The
Left End.
success of the book depends entirely upon
Wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stretch the support which the students give to
Left Tackle
the project, and if the students do manifest
Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Wilkins(} n an interest in this matter a mighty fine
Left Guard
book can be published .
I-Iokerk ........................... Kent
Center
MISS HOFFMAN'S WEDDING.
Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oldis
The Hoffman home was the scene of a
Right Guard
Jenkins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middleton brilliant wedding Saturday night, when
Miss Emma Louise Hoffman, daughter of
Right Tackle
Story ........................... Hoinkis Professor and Mrs. Frank Sargent Hoffman, and Ransom Rathbone Micks of
Right End
. . Musk Seneca Falls were married by the former
Beaver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
president of Union College-Rev. Dr.
Quarterback
Girling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Todd George Alexander of New York. The
house was very artistically decorated, with
Right Halfback
Sarvey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . Hershoff vines covering the doors and archways.
After the ceremony and reception the
Left Halfback
Stoller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Seiler members of the bridegroom's fraternity,
Alpha Delta Phi, sang, as a serenade to
Fullback
Su bstitu tions-U nion : Roof for Stoller, the bridal couple, some fraternity songs.
Gardner for Page, Price for Wood, Vroo- Mr. and Mrs. Micks left by automobile for
man for Jackson, Page for Vrooman. Alhany, on their way to New York. They
Stevens: Erdofy for Wilkinson, Rosenberg will reside in Seneca Falls. Mr. Micks
for Hoinkis, Graydon for Rosenberg, Hoin- graduated from Union in 1912.
kis for Graydon, Sarale for Musk, Segrave
for Todd.
uon to Hamilton!"
Score-Union, 39; Stevens, 7. Touch-
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COLLEGE MEETING.

After a lusty rendition of the 'llong yell
for the team" and a snappy ''hikah, hikah,
for Captain Sarvey ," unequaled cheering
a11d banging of seats, "Dalt" opened the
college meeting Monday noon with a short
talk on the outcome of. the Hobart and
Stevens gan1es. Coach Dawson then spoke
to the student body in regard to the football' situation and the plans of the week for
the gridiron men.
George Lewis carefully outlined the plans
D1 the Terrace Council for the Hamilton excursion, and passed around slips to ascertain the exact number which intends to go
<l:n
the special train Saturday morning.
'Steve" Story also spoke in regard to the
Jiam,ilton trip, and announced a rousing
(:am pus meeting for Wednesday night, at
which time the armbands, megaphones,
and garnet and white caps for the excursion
-will be distributed for exactly 30 cents per
1nan. The campus meeting, it was stated,
will take more the form of a revival meeting than of an ordinary campus "sing." A
1notion was then passed to the effect that
a small tax be levied on the student body
to defray the expenses of the college band
-for the day. J\1anager Meneely of the Dramatic Club announced a meeting of last
year's cast for Wednesday night at 7:15
c/ clock, just before the campus meeting, in
the chapel. The club will at this time elect
officers and talk over plans for the year.
After an announcement of Press Club meetin~g: vVednesday, directly after the campus
meeting, the meeting adjourned.
4
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BASKETBALL SCHEDULE.
It is expected that the new gymnasium
will be completed in time for the first
basketball game to be held there. Definite arrangements, in fact, have been made
tO> 1)lay the Rochester game in the new
bni1d1n g on Jan. 9. This gam~ will be an
appropriate event with which to open the

gym.

'rhe complete basketball schedule fo;r
1913-14 follows:
Jan. 9-Rochester at Schenectady.
Jan. 17-vVest Point at W,est Point.
Jan. 21-· Cornell at Ithaca.
Jan. 24-0pen for home game.
Jan. 31-·Colgate at Hamilton ..
Feb. 7-Williams at Williamstown.
Feb. 14-Colgate at Schenectady.
Feb. 20-Wesleyan at l\1iddletown.
Feb. 27-Wesleyan at Schenectady.
Feb. 28-R. P. I. at Troy.
March 7-Williams at Schenectady.
March 14-R. P. I. at Schenectady.

COLLEGE CALENDAR.
Friday, Nov. 14-Glee Club concert irt
Scotia.
Saturday, Nov. 15-Special train leaves
for Hamilton at 9 A. l\1.
Sunday, Nov. 17-Vespers at 4:30 P. M.
in Silliman Hall.
Monday, Nov. 17-College meeting at
noon.
Monday, Nov. 17-Glee Club rehearsal at
7 P. M. in Silliman Hall. Corcordiensis
Board meeting, 7:15 P. M., in Silliman
Hall.
Tuesday, Nov. 18-Y. M. C. A. cabinet
n,eeting- at 1 :00 P. ~1. l\f eeting of Bible
Study leaders at 5 :00 P. M.
\iVednesday, Nov. 19-Meeting of Bible
Class, section A, at 4:00 P. M. Meeting of
Bible Class, section B, at 5 :00 P. M.
Thursday, Nov. 20-Terrace Council
n1eets at 1 :00 P. M.

RECEPTION FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS.
On Tuesday evening, November 11, a
reception for the college students was
given by the Sunday-school of the First
Presbyterian Church. A. good social time
was enjoyed by the students who attended.
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ENGINEERING NOTES.
T'h.e-re has recently been installed in the
General Engineering laboratory a Rhele
tesung machine having a maximum force
of 200;000 pounds. This machine may be
used for either a tension or compression
test and may also be used for determining
the transverse strength of steel or concrete
beams up to five feet in length. It is also
HAMILTON FOOTBALL S.ONG.
fitted with an .automatic recording device
;rune: 1913 Class Song.
which plots the curve of the distortion as a
Once more we tneet old Hamilton,
factor of the force. A 70 H. P. motor
As in the years gone by ;
furnishes the power for the machine.
Again we'll show her what's been done
A 35 H. P. motor has been received by
\IV hen Union's colors fly.
the Engineering laboratory and will be
We'll make our hikas fill the air,
used to drive a battery of pumps.
T'hough it be loss or gain.
Smith, '14, has started a class in wireless
We've got the enemy in their lair;
telegraphy, which is open to anyone interOur fight will not be vain.
ested in this subject. At first, time will
be devoted to the study of the Continental
Again we wreathe old Union's brow
wireless code, while afterwards practical
With laurels, and are true
work will be done at the electrical laboraTo dear Garnet team, as they plow
tory. The class meets at the electrical
Through line of Buff and Blue,
laboratory at 3:30 on Wednesdays and
Strength, courage, speed and skill will
10 :00 A. M. Saturdays.
crown
The n1ain power line of the electrical
Each valiant effort fine.
laboratory is being fitted with circuit breakEnd run and line plunge make first down
ers, so arranged that in case of acc~dent a
Until they cross the line.
man sitting at the tables in the front of
W. A. H.,'15.
the room may throw off the power frow
Theta Lamba Phi gave a smoker Sat- the entire laboratory circuit.
urday evening to the alumni.
CLASS-ICISMS.
DEBATING SCHEDULE.
Stud·ent ! Spare that chair !
The following debates have been defiBreak not a single leg,
nitely decided on: Phifomathia vs. AdelAnd, though you do not care,
phic; Barnard Literary Society of ColutnIts age respect, I. beg.
bia University vs. Adelphic; Cornell vs.
If you would football play,
Union.
You cannot do it here.
Unless some change unforseen at presGo outside, I say,
ent takes place, the subject in all cases
We'll through the window peer
will be: Resolv;ed, That the states should
At you if we desire.
adopt d1e principle of the minimum wage
But, as I've said before,
for women and children employed in stores,
Freshman tricks I don't admire
factories and shops, by public service corIn men in English four.
porations, and by the state itself.

A Bible class for the coHege men has been
started in the Sunday-school. A very interesting course of study is offered. Dr.
Wilson., formerly of Virginia Polytechnic
Institu tel has taken charge of the class.
Any student who is interested in this work
will be welcomed as a member of this class.

I!
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English Department will shudder and rend
its hair at the murderous 1nassacre of our
A Literary and News Weekly Published by
musical language. You all have heard
THE STUDENTS OF UNION COLLEGE
Fred Dawson, the charge d'affaires, and
Entered at the Postoffice at Schenectady, N. Y.,
other celebrities' of our little world, outline
as Second Class Matter.
the Hamilton trip in all its various phases.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
They have done well. Now it is the
H. Herman Hitchcock, '14, Delta Upsilon House.
''Concordy's" turn, and slang is the twang
ASSISTANT EDI1'0R-IN-CHIEF,
Raymond Van Santvoord, '14-, Psi Upsilon House. by which we harangue the n1ultitude. With
prophecy aforethought we realize that we
ATHLETIC EDITOR
Roblee H. Vaughan, '14, Delta Phi House.
have sounded our death knell. Without a
ALUMNI EDITOR
doubt we will be brought before the high.,.
Arthur D. Sherman, '14-, North Colonnade
est courts of impeachment on the Hill.
LITERARY EDITOR
But what care we? We are happy, we
Thomas L. Ennis, '14, Alpha Delta Phi House.
rej~oice in our punishment, if, in any sn1all
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
measure, we succor the I-Ian1ilton migraW. C. Baker, '15; D~ A. Coulter, '15;
H. N. Hubbs, '15; E. R. Hughes, 'rs.
tion, and our only regret is that we have
REPOR'TERS
.but one "write" to give for "On to HamW. C. Louglin, '16; M. D. Ketchum, 'r6;
R. E. Taylor, 'r6; L. R. Van Wert, '16.
ilton."
Gentlemen, yes, and even you who are
Morris P. Schaffer,,, 14, Business Manager,
not going Saturday, we are so full of en924 Delamont Ave.
Karl E. Agan, '15, Asst. Eusiness Manager,
thusiasm over the Hamilton trip that we
Delta Upsilon House.
choke as we write. We cannot give proper
Publication Office: SCHENECTADY ART PRESS
expression to appeal through a lack of
206 So. Centre Street, Schenectady, N. Y.
serious 111ental deliberation. We are caught
up and wafted along by anticipatory
"On to Hamilton!"
thoughts of Saturday, and what it will
bring. May the "stay-at-homes" be few,
DON'T BE A GOOP.
and woe to them if there be an en1bryonic
Come lay aside, ye Union lads, your Demosthenes among us to hurl a philippic
ever constant pens and pads, and get or two at them in our next issue.
aboard that special.
It is the duty of every single, solitary
The Concordiensis is a conservative Union man to throw aside for a while minor
sheet. Rarely is there seen anything rabid details, like the Mexican situation, curricuand radical within its covers and only once latory activities, and affairs of state. They
in a while does it burst forth into wild can wait. The special will not. You owe
perturbations of expression. For a time it it to the team, if not to yourselves, to make
is off its feet; it has sb.aken off its mantle the trip. If we ever had a team with
of reserve. Until the 15th it is insane, and the ''pep'' and "punch," we have it now.
thereafter will do proper penance. The We are proud of them, we are back of
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them, a.nd let's be back of them right up
to the very end. They may come on the
.field in dirty, tattered old uniforn1s, they
may not have thick, wooly blankets in
which to wrap themselves and keep warm
when not in the thick of the fray, but we'll
keep them warm in heart, at least, by
some real singing and cheering, such as
they have never heard before away from
home. By the way, where has the old
Number 1 disappeared to? Stand before
your mirror, "Buck," and revive it until the
oscillations of your arms are rhythmic.
And let not exuberant enthusiasm carry
us away when we invade the h0stile country. In this we indorse the coach heartily.
Be silent. Be grim. Be determined. Keep
your knowledge under cover. Let others
do the talking and use the tin horn. We
are confident, we are practically sure of
victory, but given Hamiltpn credit, fellows. No matter how disastrous a season
she has had previous to the big game, and
how successful Union has been, whenever
the Garnet and the Buff and Blue meet,
there's a battle royal. They do not know
how to give up, and take all manner of
punishment. They fight us to the last
ditch and beyond. Yet, though we are
willing to stake our all on the Garnet, we
must maintain a grim silence and show by
action that we are there. The impossibility
i'

''

of persuading any back-slider to join the
triumphant army of the 15th appals us; its
~

'•

magnitude is too great for our infant efforts, but with our last gasping breath we
cry:
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Don't be a GOOP.
_,_

"On to f-T ami1ton !"

UNION TEAM MARKS COME-BACK
WITH DECISIVE VICTORY
OVER HOBART .
Garnet Team Outplays Geneva Aggregation
in Last Period and Scores Two Touch...
downs.
Our team journeyed to Buffalo Election
Day to play Hobart on a neutral field. It
returned victorious, and the college was
jubilant over our first win in many weeks.
Not that we think less of our boys for losing, for we know just how far "hard luck"
figured in all our defeats, but it seems encouraging to register a win over our old
rivals from Geneva. The field was wet
and slippery, but, then, the Union men have
grown quite accustomed to playing in a
"sea of mud," so they hit the line hard, and,
showing greater strength with each new
period, put on a final spurt and scored two
touchdowns in the very last quarter. The
game proved a decided attraction, for, despite the threatening weather, there was a
large crowd on hand to witness the
struggle.
Union the Aggressor.
Union was the aggressor most of the
time, the Orange team playing on the defense almost throughout. Neither squad
used the wind to advantage, except when
Union changed her style of play in the final
quarter, and worked its forward passes for
long enough gains to win the game. Oldstyle football was the issue, with the playing
a little slow.
The fourth period was the best of the
garne. Girting ran 25 yards for a score,
after having received the ball .on a long
forward pass from Beaver. Sarvey intercepted a Hobart pass and ran 65 yards
through a broken field for another touchdown. Union's backfield, Sarvey, Girting,
Roof and Beaver, featured the contest
'
while Furgason, Hall and Jenkins showed
n p we 11 for Hobart.

THE :CONCO:RDIENSlS
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HaU was injur·e~ in making the. tackle and

Game in Detait
Captain Hall of Hobart won the toss and
·chose to defend the west goaL Sn1ith k1cked
off for Hobart and Roof received the kick,
but was tackled so hard that he fumbled
and Hail recovered for Hobart. A series of ~
line plunges gave Hobart a first down, but
Union braced and heid. Roof went through
center for four yards, and Sarvey and Girling alternated for two first-downs. Sarvey
tried a drop-kick, but the whole Hobart
line was through to block it. Captain Hall
recovered for Hobart on the "Orange" 10yard line. Furgason punted and the period
ended with the ball in tnid-field.
The teatns changed goals and Roof was
held to a one-yard gain on an attempt
through center, Sarvey was good for only
one yard more, and a forward pass, Beaver
to Sarvey, was uncon1pleted. Hobart took
the ball and punted on first down. Union
could make no gains around the Hobart
ends, and Sarvey punted to Hobart's 30yard line. Furgason at once returned the
ball, punting to Union's 40-yard line.
Union was again unable to gain and Sarvey
punted. Furgason tried a forward pass to
Hall, which was incomplete. Furgason
punted to Beaver, who fumbled on his 15yard line and Hall recovered for Hobart.
The ball was now in Union's danger zone,
but after two short gains by Van Ingen the
whistle blew and the half ended in a 0-0
score.
1

Second Half.
Girting kicked off to Hall, who ran the
ball back 15 yards. Furgason punted to
Union's 25-yard · line, where Beaver was
downed in his tracks. Girting, Sarvey and
Roof only netted five yards in three plays,
and Sarvey was forced to punt. Furgason
punted back on the first play, and Hall
again got Beaver in his tracks. An attempted forward pass, Beaver to Starbuck,
was incomplete. Girting tore off 15 yards.

had to be taken fro1n the game. Sarvey
and Roof were used in succession for three
yards. Girling punted to Furgason. Sarvey :recovered on Hoba1rt's 35-yard 'line;
when Furgason juggled the ball. Tim€
was up for the third period and the sc.or·e
still stood 0 to 0.
Girling and Roof both failed to gain
through the Hobart line. Beaver sent an
accurate pass to Girling, who ran 25 yards
for a touchdown. Sarvey kicked the goaL
Score: Hobart, 0; Union, 7.
Smith kicked off to Hokerk.. Sarvey
futnbled a forward pass, the ball being
covered by Langille. Furgason went 25
yards on an end run, but on Union's 8yard line the Garnet team held. An attempted . forward pass, Furgason to Jenkins, was intercepted by Girling.. Girling
punted out. Neither Smith nor Furgason
could gain through Union's line, and the
latter tried a long forward pass, which Sarvey picked out of the air and ran 65 yards
for the second Union score. Sarvey im ..
mediately kicked the goal. Score: Union,
14; Hobart, 0.
Smith kicked to Roof. Beaver sent a
~retty pass to Sarvey on Hobart's 25-.yard
hne. The whst)e blew at this point, an ..
nouncing the end of the gatne.
The summaries:
Union.
Hobart.
Story · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jenkins
Right End
Jenkins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vedder
Right Tackle
Jackson · · · ·................... Robbins
Right Guard
Hoberk
Spalding
Center
Gardner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pascoe
Left Guard
Wood
Skinner
Left Tackle
•
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Starbuck . :. . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . Capt. Dawson
Left End
Beaver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Langille
:Quarterback
Girting ....................... Van Ingen
Right Halfback
Capt. Sarvey ........................ Smith
Left Halfback
Roof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Furgason
Fullback
Touchdowns-Girling 1, Sarvey 1.
Goals from touchdowns-Sarvey 2.
Score by quarters :
flobart .................. 0 0 0 0--0
Union .................... 0 0 0 14--14
Time of quarters-Two of tw·elve and
two of eleven minutes.
,
Substitutions-Hobart: Dawson for Hall.
Referee-Hinkey, Yale.
Umpire-·Cadigan, Syracuse.
Head linesman-Roberts, T·ufts.
Linesmen-Fairbairn, Union; Herenden,
Hobart.
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UNION 2.5 YEARS AGO THlS WEEK.
"The wisdom of selecting Dr. Webster
as president of Union College can be found
in the. increased number in the freshman
class. The incoming class is 60 per cent
larger than last year's, and it is possible
it will be still further increased before
the end of the term."-liobart Herald.
Both the Philomathean and Adelphic socities rival in age, fame and usefulness,
Alma Mater herself; and it reflects ill upon
the character of the students that they are
permitted to die out. Without doubt, it
would be impossible to support both societies * * * ; but why not unite them under the name of the Philo-Adelphic Society? * * * At all events, let a live dehating society be a thing of the near
future.
"The manag-ers of the Williams and

Union elevens wer~e surprised when they
beard how little Cornell had subscribed for
football. Both of these colleges have $800
tor the support of the eleven."-.Cornell

Sun.

~Our challenge to

R. P.. I. has not yet

been accepted.
Union is anxious for a New York State
Inter-Collegiate League.
Where is the College Glee Club?
The freshmen have adopted scarlet and
black for class colors.
A general college bolt was given for
Election Day.
Concordiensis ... $2.00 per year, in advance
Parthenon .. ; .... $1.00 per year, in advance
Both papers to one address ........... .
. .............. $2.50 per year, in advance

15 YEARS AGO.
"Justice Stover has just made his decision in favor of Union College in the action
brought against the college by Harriet
Armstrong of Plattsburg to recover dower
in real estate given to the college by her
divorced husband, who had paid her $14,000 to release her dower. ten years ago."Daily Union .
The fact that Union did not win th~
game with Hamilton last Saturday should
not lessen our confidence in the 'varsity.
[Ed. note: This was the only game lost
that year. The Rutgers score was 17-0 in
favor of Union.]
The first concert of the Musical Association will be given at the Van Curler
December first.
For the benefit of those who are competing for positions on the Concordiensis,
and Parthenon, and those who have already received appointments on the staff~
we will state that the fundamental requisite
i~ proof of ability to work.
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SENIOR ENGINEERS WIN 13..;0
TORY OVER ACADEMlCS.

VI~C

Everyone on the "Hill" was in. a high
state of nervous tension. It was Election
Day. Some could hardly await the names
of the newly-chosen municipal officers,
but most of the "studes" were interested in
the outcome of the big footbaH game at
Buffalo. 'The score, by periods, would be
received over the wire at the Press Club,
but something real exciting was necessary
to keep the fellows "on the ground," as it
were, until the returns came in.
Our most eminent senior class came to
the rescue. A spirited football contest between the "Engineers" and the "Academics," with lots of '•pep" on both sides,
and a startling display of trick formations
and forward passes, afforded splendid
amusement for the crowd, until the report
of a 14-0 victory over Hobart was announced.
A most heteroge!lous collection of football toggery, "relics of the old days," was
relegated to use, and after a brief "rehearsal,'' the teams lined up. Eut waitthere was another matter to sett'le before
the game could go on. "Doc" Howell and
Kenworthy, two of the veterans on the
academic team, had gone home t() register
their votes and the "B. S.-A. B." combination had tried to "slip over" a couple of
"sophs" as ringers in their places, with
strenuous protest on the parts of the engineers. After considerable wrangling, the
B. E.'s consented, and the ~'sophs" were
given important places on the academic
teatn.
The engineers kicked off, and at once
recovered the ball on downs. Then, by a
series of line plunges, Hager brought the
ball to the Academic 10-yard line, where
Barclay skirted right end for a touchdown.
It seen1ed like a "walk-away" for the Eng-ineers, but the Academics buckled up, and
there was no further scoring ttntil the

fourth period.
Most of the boys had been out the night
before, and so the intermissions were necessarily quite longer than usual. On two
occasions Captain Barclay of the Engineers
felt indisposed, and ''time-out" had to be
called until he recuperated. Big John
Hall, B.. E., and "Red" Schaffer of the
Academics had it out at center, while
"Lute" Hager seemed to bear a general
antipathy toward little ''George" Truax,
who led the Academics, in their Greek signal plays. In the fourth period "Dutch''
Nauman replaced Barclay at quarter, and
the Engineers scored again on a forward
pass to Gidley. "Dutch" kicked the goal
and the score was 13-0.
Mudge, "Pink" Sherman and Vosburgh
starred for the Academics, and with
"Chuck" Sherman and some of the "first ..
string" men in the line they would have
worked their plays to far better advantage.
The Academics feel confident that they
can turn tables on the Engineers, and have
challenged them to a return game. Capt.
Truax is perfecting some new "calculus''
plays for the occasion.
The summaries :
Score by quarters :
Engineers ................ 6 0 0 7-13
Academics ............... 0 0 0 0- 0
Touchdowns-Barclay, Gidley.
Goals from touchdowns-Nauman.
Substitutions-Nauman for Barclay.
Referee-Byron.
Umpire-Tinklepaugh, '14.
After the Stevens game an informal din . .
ner party and dance was held at the Delta
Phi house. The chaperon was Mrs. Floyd
Miller.

COSMOPOLITAN CLUB.
The social meeting of the Cosmopolitan
Club. to be held on Friday, November 8,
;;~s postponed until Wednesday, N ovem her

THE C'ONCORDIENSIS
INDUSTRIAL CAMPAIGN.
Students Show ~reat Interest in the Work
to Be Started Among Foreigners.
The work of the industrial comtnittee of
the Christian Association has met with the
instant and somewhat unexpected approva~
of the whole college. Secretary Male,
whiie confident that the men would take
an interest in this form of industrial work,
was not prepared for the spontaneity with
which the students have rallied to the
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Monday afternoon Mr. Rindge and Secretary Male, together with Mr. Bracefield,
Assistant Secretary of the city Y. l\ti. C. A.,
canvassed the foreign sections of the city
for definite openings where classes rnight
be started. They were amazed to hear the
editor of the :Polish w-eekly say that there
were thirteen thousand Poles in Schenectady, exclusive of the other Slavish people.
This fact went to show more clearly than
ever that the men on the Hill have unlimited opportunities to do work among

'vork.
industrial workers.
Two years ago the Association carried
Monday evening, at 8 o'clock, a detnonon a certain amount of industrial work stration class was held, in which the
at11 ong the foreigners in the city, chiefly method of teaching English to these forteaching them in English and Civics. The eigners was explained and tried. Over
work was not started last year for some un- fifty students were present at that nleetknown reason, but it has started now, and
ing.
has started with a rush.
The industrial committee, under the
Fred H. Rindge, Jr., Secretary for the ieadership of Blodgett, 15, has been workIndustrial Department of the International ing to definitely organize the different
Committee of Y. M. C. A.'s, arrived in kinds of service under competent men. At
town Sunday afternoon at 2 :30. He spoke present over forty students have volunat the Sunday Vespers on the "Extent and teered to take up this work and teach these
Aims of Industrial Work." Monday morn- classes of foreigners. T'his looks like
ing the industrial committee, just to show about the biggest thing the Association has
they were in earnest, met with him at 6 :45 undertaken this year, and it gives the stuA. M. to talk over the work. At 10 dents invaluable experience in handling
o'clock Mr. Rindge addressed Dr. Hill's men. That the men has recognized this
Economic Class, and at noon he spoke in fact is shown by the way in which they
.
Chapel. In both these talks he emphasized have come around and asked to be gtven
the value of the work to the teachers classes.
themselves, and particularly to engineering
students who would come into contact GLEE CLUB'S SECOND CONCERT.
'
Under the most favorable conditions,
with just such foreigners after they left
college. President Richmond was so much the Glee and Mandolin Clubs gave their
in sympathy with the idea that he added second concert before a well-filled Ballston
a word of emphasis to Mr. Rindge's talk house. The concert was given under the
auspices of the class of 1915 of Ballston
in chapel.
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High School.
Fron1 the opening selection, "Old Union,''
to "Alma Mater" the clubs came in for
well-deserved applause. The local hits in
. 1 Song" came 1n
. ·or
f spec1a1
. ., apthe "Top1ca
plause. The feature o£ the evening was a
most difficult violin solo played by Roger
W. McMillan, '15, in his usual artistic
manner. At the conclusion of his solo he
was forced to respond with an .encore and
then a second encore. "Stan" Smith, '15,
sang a beautiful seiection in his usual
pleasing manner. He responded to wen· 1-ause. "B'll"
Mudo;e
'14 ,
1·
· · ·· 6 . ,
d €serve· d app
handled the accompaniments with his usual
ease and. grace.
At the conclusion of the progratn, dancing was enjoyed until midnight.
'fhe program was as follows :
Part One.
1. "Old Union Beside the Mohawk
Vale" .......•... C. E. Franklin, '83
"Union Ma.rching Song .......... .
................. H<!Htn.er Greene, 76
Glee Club
2. "March of the Strings" .... Thompson
Mandolin Club
J. "Wake Up Sweet Mel<;)dy" ..... Cole
Glee Club
4. ''On the Range" .........•.... Bacon
Batajo Qu.a:rtet

5. Solo
6

7.

........................

Se~ected

Mr. Smith
Lucia di Lam.menneor ..... Donizetti
Mandolin Club
"'Terrace Song" ......... Ludlo·w, '56
Glee Club

P·a:rt Two
8. ":My Pretty Maid" ......... Niedlinger
Glee Clab

9. "Lustpiel Overture" ....... Keler-Bela
1\.1andolin Club
10. Violin Sol~o ................. Selected

Mr. McMiUan
11

'"Topical Song" .............. Ha.wley

Glee Club
12 '"Darkies Dream" ............ Lansing
Banjo Quartet
13 Alma Mater ............... Ludiovv, ·s6
Combined Clubs
Tll1e next ~concert will be given in the
Scotia High School, Friday evening.

'~

Indoor Football (Economics 1).
The chairs make forward passes. The
men make touchdowns. Prof. Hill kicks.
The whole class enjoys the game. But
who scores?

THE HAMILTON TRIP.
Arrangements Are Complete.
All the arrangements for the Hamilton
trip have been completed. Announcement was made at chapel meeting Monday
that the Union Special will leave the local
N evr York Central Station at 9 o'clock
Saturday morning and will arrive in Utica
about 10 :45. Cars for Clinton from Utica
can be taken at any time between 11 and 1
o'clock. Returning, the special will leave
Utica at 12 o'clock midnight. The expenses necessary for the trip amounts to
three dollars and twenty-five cents, not
including meats. The Faculty has granted
the petition of the Terrace Council that
all those who attend the Hamilton game
be excused from classes Saturday morning;
but requires that arrangements be made
witb the professors to make up the work

I.
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A t()ttsing campus meeting was held last
evening in the c~apel, which vvas probably
the largest and ·most enthusiastic campus
meeting ever held in the history of the
colleg-e. 'The students all showed the grim
determination, 1l()t over-confidence, however!' to fight hard, which spirit Coach
Daws{)n demanded in his talk Monday at
chapel meeting. Iian1ilton is sure to put
up a stiff fight; the game will not be over
until the last whistle blows, and every
n1a11 tnust sup1Port the team to the last

tory of the school.
It is interesting to note that of fifteen
ditch.
A tax of ten cents was levied upon each of the big college teams of the east five
i'
student so that the band can make the are captained by men playing an end p·osition on their teain. Men playing guard
trip and lead tlhe songs at the game.
are next numerous, with three captains,
.
'
while the back field has only four repre-·
EN'GLISH CLUB.
The English Club held a meeting on sentatives. Last year the average was
Frida.y evening, Novetnber 8th. Professor decidedly different, over 75 per cent of
the ca.ptains holding backfield positions.
Ha le delivered a. paper on "The Drama of
At R. P. I. each member of the A. A.
the Present Da..y," which outlined the subis allowed to wear a button, which serves
ject for the yea-r's work, to be carried along
to distinguish t~e men who are supporting
on this line.
the institute athletics.
Phi Gamma Delta is building a new
INTERCOLLEGIATE NOTES.
house at the University of Pennsylvania.
Dr. George L. M ey lan, director of
F. and M. has an endowment fund of
physical educa..tion at Columbia University, is quoted as making the following $358,000.
Certain freshmen would do well to reargument in favor of football:
member that while in Rome it is wise to
~''fh e game of football is the. best of all
American athletic sports. It develops as be a Roman candle.
Hamilton College is to have a co-ed
no other game can the manly qualities of
summer school in English next summer,
strength, rugg:e dness o.nrl aggressiveness.
according to the decision of the Board of
It is perhaps a logical cr1ticism that footTrustees at their fall meeting.
ball is not a game for the average man,
Michigan Aggies have a negro football
but every sport takes a man a little better than the a.verage. It takes a com- player who scorns all kinds of headgear.
petitive team 1:o arouse interest among He says his "head is hard enough to stop

I.

men and make them take exercise that
'·

.',

21:

they otherwise would not do. You know
Clark College has tried for many years to
have
athletics without inter-collegiate
competit . .on. The result is that it is impossible to get the students even to take
the proper amount of exercise. In my
opinion the best feature of the American
collegiate educational system is the wonderful development of college athletics."
The class of 1917 ~ t Princeton U niversity numbers 430, the large-st in the his-

1

I''

.

''·

anything."

:,1'

·:.1·
ICI
·.I :
I

'
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1"'he W es.leyan seniors recently defeated
'·he Wesleyan sophomores in a football
game by a 26..:0 score.
The annuat frosh parade was held at
Wesleyan College last Saturday.
St. Lavvrence Univ.ersity was 1 eccntly defeated by the Otta~a City University
football team, the score being 26-12. The
first half was played under the Atnerican
rules and the last half under the Canadian

"On to Hamilton!''

'I

rules.

TO OUR "DEAR

TEACHER.,~

Tune-'"Maryland, My Maryland."
Oh! have y()u smelt my joy and pride,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde!
Bromoethane and Iodide,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyd~:?
What do I smell
on my inside,
. :
. ,
But Chloroform and Anhydride?
It smells as if someone had died,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde
.
.
'

I

'

I

\

~

Riddle-Two legs balanced on two legs
with two legs in the air.
Cure knows the answer.

Prof. Hill, as another chair demonstrates
unstable equilibrium: "I don't know what
. k"
you men t h1n
.
The students then think out ioud.

Rock a boy student in a chair-top,
When the chair creaks it's tirne he should
stop.
When the chair breaks, the student will
fall,
And then the whole class will get a good
call.

•

f

I

'

J?ut of the smells I love the best,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde!
I think red ants do beat the rest,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde!
And all the rest are 'bout the same,
But Tetro-bromo-chlor-ethane
Makes us p;oor Soph'mores have a pain;
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde.
Acetic acid we will try,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde!
:With Monoc hloro-aceti,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde!
Saponify an acetate
And treat the same with carbonate
A.nd never let your heat abate,
Aldehyde, my Aldehyde!

Kappa Alpha entertained at a dinner and
<:lance after the Stevens game. 'The patronesses were Mrs. L. Garnsey, Mrs. C.
G. Edwards, Mrs. A. W. :Briggs, Mrs.
Cora Brown, Mrs. C. B. Hallock, Mrs. L.
B. Brandow and Mrs. George Donnan.

CLASSICAL CLUB.
The regular meeting of the :Classical
Club will be held on Tuesday evening,
November 17, at 9 :30. There will be an
informal talk on the production of "The
Captive" by the students of Hamilton
College, given by Charles Foster Brown,
'16. Messrs. R. T. and J. B. Taylor will
present a scene from a Greek play.
uon to Hamilton!"

·-
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W4t lfumptnu
Albuuu

THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

MEN'S ROSERY, UNDERWEAR &SWEATERS
lN THE CITY

All styles and materials-Cotton·, Mercerized,, Merino and Silk.
Also a fine line of Pajamas and Night Shirts.

Our prices are right-our
goods ar,e right-and our right method of doing business has brought us
an ever increasing number of satisfied customers. If you are not already
acquainted with us and our goods, please consider this a personal invi·

tation to call and be convinced of our sincerity and desire to please.

United Knitwear Company
19 North Pearl Street

467 State Street
Schenectady, N.Y.

Albany, N. YESTABLISHED 1850

18.

J. WQnru

~nu.a

JEWELERS & SILVERSMITHS
EVERYTHING IN CUPS AND MEDALS

10 NO., PEARL STREET
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY"

ALBANY, N. Y.
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B4RNEY'S

Wh~re
Bver:~hod;,

Rindfleisch
Parisian .
Dye Works.

Shops

Students will
find that they
·have· eve·r·ything ·at - -

· Yate's B·oat House
The largest and best equipped
in the state. Excellent Dancing
Hall, vvhich can be rented for Pri·
ate Parties only, in connection
with house • - - .. - •
29 Front·S.tr.e.et · · · Both Phones

Fine Furniture at l?opular .:Prices

JOHN WAGNER ·co.

BARNEY'S

260-262 State Street.

We An.nounce

H.· S. BARNEY CO.

the season's Ia test
developments in
refined ·apparel
for the particular man.~.·...... .

Scke•eetmly ~s Greatest Store

I

Clothi:ng - •· ·- Furnishings - ·- :• Hats

Wells & :Coverly ·
TROY
Alpany's Progressi:Ve Drug Store
.

COLLEGE~· s·HOES

Morris ·Drug· Co;

'

for·.

-

•1

I

26-28 No:.· Pearl St·. . . . .

COLLEGE BOYS .·

----·

f'~

Albany · ·

AT EMERY'S: ·

Agency for Whitman ''s

Crossett Bench Made $5 and $6
Ralston H:ealth Shoes ·$4 and '$4.50

'EM'ERY~s;
429 Stafe"'St., ~
·

..,

Schenectady · . ·

V. E. Wbelden, Manager

'-----oi..----------------------------.1-.. -.--~--·
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An Oil Heater is great for a chilly day. The pedection stove we offer at $3.00
The Rayo Lamp wiU not smoke, gives a strong, bright light-·$1.98

COFFIN BROS.
303-305 .STATE STREET

;:'

i:

Cotrell and Leonard
ALBANY, N. Y.

J. 31. WQtarlt
DELICATESSEN

Makers of

Caps, Gowns

''Joe" caters to the student. Breakfast between classes. A feed at night

and Hoods
To the American Colleges and Universities from

the Atlantic to the Pacific. Class contracts a specialty

One minute from Payne Gate
Back of St. John's Church
'PHONE

722

298-W

EASTERN AVE.

(

Vacuum Cleaners

Higgins'

I

~

II
L

Drawina! Inka
Eternal W ritin~ Ink
En~rossina! Ink.
Taurine Mucila~e
Photo Mounter Pasto
Drawing Boar.d Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glues, etc.

ARE THE FINEST AND BEST INKS AND ADHESIVES

Magic Electric

Emancipate yourself from corrosive and ill-smelling inks and adhesives and adopt the HIGGINS' INKS
AND ADHESIVES.
They will be a
revelation to you, they are so sweet,
clean, well put up, and withal
efficient.

Regina Electric
Regina Hand

AT DEALERS

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.

Clark Witbeck Co.
The Big Hardware Store
f)

.

Manufactures
Branches, Chicago and London

271 Ninth St.

Ft:llows come down and get
acquainted with

Yisthn~

Phone 2322- W.

NICKLAS 169

Jay Street

EXCLUSIVE HATTER and FURNISHER
E. & W. Shirts and Collars, Fownes'
Gloves for all occasions, Opera . and
Silk hats, Best Canes, Bags and Suit
Cases. Everything for well dressed men

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Car-ds

WeddLn~ .Stahonery
"E;us1ne s Cards-Letter Heads

Class Pins -Mono~rams
Crests. Coats "fArms etc .
.DESIGNEf\5

.[ NGf\AVEJ\S

SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY"
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A . R. .

o·

•t
'.·
h
t··
Z. I a s . rc .es ra

furnished music at Union College 1905,
'o6, '07, 'o8, 'og, 'Io, .II, '12 and 1913

Best Dance Musiic in the World
H. R. PHONE Main 3483-W
Office and Res., 167 Hamilton St., Albany
Only the Best Service. None Better .for Concert

HOTEL

AND

RESTAURANT
Broadway and Maiden Lane

Albany, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN ONLY
250 RQ:OMS

Ladies• Restaurant Attached. Special New
Rathskeller. Bowling Alley and Billiard
Room. Twenty-five Private Dining Rooms l

W m. H. Keeler, Prop.
Annex, 507-509 Broadway
FELLOWS: You can appreciate the great difference between common flowers and the flowers we ·
grow at our own greenhouses right here in Schenec· .
tady by patronizing

W. CHAS. EGER
Store 699 Albany Street
Phone 3628-L

Greenhouse 1408 State St.
Phone 1543-J

LEN:S GRINDING A SPECIALTY

0. D.
Eveleigh
O.PTOMBTRIST
4-26 State Street

Eyes Tested and Glasses F.itted

DANCING
Waltz, 1'wo Step, 1'hree Step & Bluebell taught in One Term
MODERN DANCING
The new Parisian Tango, Spanish Dip, Hesitation Waltz and
the One Step taught in three lessons. All Lessons guaranteed.
FRANK M. CAIN, Master of Dancing
Arcade Hall, Near N.Y. C. Depot
Telephone 2723·J

Jrnf. :11. J. if\tlgttlltn
For further information see hand book
page 52.

JOHN B. HAGADORN
Hatter, Furrier and Furnisher
:Headquarters for Class Caps, Sweaters, Athletic
Suits, etc. Dunlap Hat Agency.

509 State St., Illuminating Co. Bldg. Phone 210 O-W

llninu Nathtnaliank Thalman, Caterer
l;tl}eurrttth!J. N. 1.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

'S
LYON
·

The Store With Over
I oo, ooo Prescriptions.

So]e Agents for

Huyler's Bon Bons and Chocolates

238 State Street

UNION STUDENTS
Are invited to open a check
account with us. Accounts
of Clubs, Fraternities and
Associations solicited. . . .

Kodaks, Premos and All Photo Supplies

LYONS, Cor. State and Centre St.

The Schenectady Trust Co.
318-320 State Street

SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CONCORDY"
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FURNITURE
;'i

THE TENEYCK
Leading Hotel of
Albany, N.Y.
Fireproof
,,.~~·i?J'"' ·

The Sterling Art Shop

(?,_rc~estral Concerts during dinner .and

after the play
Afternoon Tea on Mezzanine from 4 to 6 o'clock
Also THE ONONDAGA, Syracuse, N/Y.
FIREROOF
Both hotelt conducted on European Plan
Under direction of

FRED'K W. ROCKWELL

A place for gift giving purchases.
]n terior Decorating.

WILLIAM A. CAREY, Prop.
212

STATE STREET

Schenectady

Watch UNION Defeat HAMILTON
in a Warm Overcoat
made by

WATERS
''THE RIGHT TAILOR WITH THE RIGHT PRICES''

463 STATE STREET, up Stairs

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

.Of course we do CLEANING and
Pressing. Let us call for your work
TELEPHONE 1441-J
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CON CORDY'•

.

I
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E~ening . :fllothes for that Glee· C:l,ub
: · :sas.. oo TO· S7s.o.o

J. J. HILLMAN

Trip

617 State Street

Union Boys,
The best paper for your correspondence is

CRANE'S LINEN . LAWN
We have it in Club Size, Embossed ·in
Union Seal, Garnet and Gold.

"Midnight Oil"
Is a Thing of the Past

The Miniature Brass Shields Just Arrived

The Gleason Book Co.
104 JAY STREET

SCHENECTADY'S
LEADING FLOWER

SHOP

The clear white light o·f
Mazda has revolutionized
the study hour.
If studying or reading is
a pleasure, Mazda will in·
crease this pleasure.
If
cramming is a drudgery,
Mazda will lighten it.

USE MAZDA LAMPS

'''THE

Schenectady Illuminating Co.

STUDENTS'
FLORTST''

Telephone 2500

511 State Street

UNION MEN
Only Best Work Done
BARBOUR

JULIUS EGER

AND

MANICURE

· Telephone 3140
170 Lafayette St.

735 State Street

S. G. Ritchie, 440 State St.
and Waiting Room Barber Shop.

ZOLLER BROS. CO., Inc.
Largest dealers in Sanitary Milk in the City of Schenectady.
OFFICE and PLANT, 742 STATE STREET
INSPECTION ALWAYS INVITED
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE "CON CORDY''
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CHAS. H. TURNER
Sporting G·oods
Albany, N.Y.

MOE ·o:EWILDE'
·· Hatter and Furnisher.

Trunks and leather Goods ·.

54 State St., Albany, N.Y.

------------·------------.'

William

J.

METROPOLITAN
CLEANE.RS & DYE~S
''We do it as you like to have it done''

Office, 1!2( Washington ~Ave.

Albany, N. Y.

------~----------------

Reinhart: McClure & Cowles

Designer and Maker of

MEN'S CLOTHES

Pianos and Player Pianos.
Victor Talking Machines
and Records. Five exclu·
sive Victor Parlors. Easy
Payments.

Albany, N. Y. 64 No. Pearl St.,

8 James Street,

UJlrr C!rnllrgr Jriut &f1np
44 Nn. Jearl &trert
Albany,. N. 1.

Albany, N. Y.

"Root for Jack"

FISHER'S
2nd SHIRTS 50c
112 No. Pearl St.

Albany

"Our Business is Growing"

DANKER
Reliable Corsage Bouquets of
ORCHIDS, VIOLETS AND GARDENIAS
40 attd 42 Maiden Lane
SAY YOU SAW lT IN THE "'CONCORDY''

Albany, N. Y.
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PARSONS' ORC'HESTRA
Music Furnished fo-,r all· Occasions
Telephone 213<1-J

31'0· State Street, Scheraectady

The Manhattan Co.
142 'STATE STREET

Engleman & Bellinger
PAJ:NTS, OlLS
Dealers in .aU kinds of Wax Polishes

21 ·2 So. Centre St.
A complete depal"ltment food store
The best in everything for

A "SQUARE DEALU

for everybody is the "Spaulding Policy.'' We
guarantee each buyer of an article bearing the
Spa-ulding Trade-Mark that such article will give
satisfaction and a reasonable amount of service.

the table. at the lowest

A · G· • Spauldl.•ng & B·· lOS.

caah prices

126-128 Nassau Street
520 5th Ave., New York
Send for Catalogue

VanVo.ast &
GENERAL

Quick - Active - Service

Leonard

INSURANCE

511 State Street

Corner Barrett St.
Schenectady, N. Y.

The
Schenectady Clothing
Company

Stein Bloch Smart Clothing

Hickey-Freeman Quality Clothing
Oakes Bros.' Sweaters

Cigars

Ice Cream

Soda

ENDWELL SHOES

Made Shoes in the World
St. Regl·s Phar·"m. acy, 2,00. Unt·o·n· St·. . The Be.st
They wear longer-they cost less.
Prescriptions Accurately Compounded : ENDICOTT -JOHNSON and COMPANY
Toilet Articles
· 206 So. Centre Street.

Near State

SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE .. CONCORDY''
.
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Sandwiches unsurpassed

Ha·me-made Candies and C. & P. Salted Nuts

The Sign of the Golden Robin
TEA ROOM SPECIALISTS

3 I Steuben Street,

I 09

No. Pearl Street

SUITS

E. H. SOUDER
Jeweler and Optician

MADE TO ORDER

99 North Pearl Street

$20&00 to $40.00

ALBANY

--AT--

Special work in class pins, badges and
medals.
Students suffering from eye-strain and
headaches should consult.
GUS HERMANSEN, Optometrist

S. E. Miller's
34 and 36 MAIDEN LANE
ALBANY, N:Y ..

THE UNION TRUST COMPANY, of Albany
GRANGE SARD,

President
MAC NAUGHTON MILLER, Sec'y .-Treas.
a

Main office, 4 7 State Ste

T. I. Van ANTWERP.
ARTHUR L. ANDREWS, -

Vice-President

General Counsel

Park Branch, 200 Washington

K. H. Solaghian
Photographs "While You Vlait"

Jlaj!a

14uur~

Steuben St., Albany, N. Y.

•

Fellows:

Drop in for an

intormal

photo ___.. you'll

appreciate it later.

.

. .

MERCURY PHOTO STUDIO
107 No. Pearl St.

Albany, N. Y.

ALBANY ART UNION

Photographs--- Artistic
48 No. Pearl Street

Both Telephones
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE .. CONCORDY ..
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SAY MEN:
YJe sell Hart, Schaffner

& Marx Clothes, and you
know that a store that sells H., S. & Mo Clothes sells
the right kind, and naturally must sell the right kind of
other things to wear too. If you look us over a little
we think you'll like us and our way of doing business.

240-44 State Street

The Collef!\e Clotf:tier
Schenectady

~

Art Press

